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Purpose
•

•

NMFS’ Supplemental Report 1 is designed to inform the public and
Council of the range of effects from the Recommendations the
Council adopted at its September 2020 meeting.

While the Workgroup was busy with the workload assigned to it by
the Council, NMFS thought it important to be able to contrast the
range adopted, so is providing this report to disclose differences
among the range for the Council’s consideration as it develops its
preferred alternative.
 This type of contrast is typically part of control rule development, as it
provides important information on performance metrics of interest to the
Council and is important to NMFS’ subsequent National Environmental
Policy Act analysis.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Organization

Section 1 provides background information, purpose and need, and
describes the Proposed Action.
Section 2 describes the alternatives.

Section 3 describes the affected environment.

Section 4 analyzes the potential environmental impacts of the
alternatives.
Section 5 lists the references cited in the document.

Appendix A describes the data modeling used for Section 4.

•
•

•
•

Comparisons

We provide comparisons to the No-Action Alternative
Given there are three recommendations, accompanied
with multiple management responses, we provide
comparisons across different threshold strategies (e.g.,
annual vs. geometric mean use)
And management responses (e.g., hard dates of closure
vs. limits to when catch could occur)
We utilize the data series from the Workgroup’s Risk
Assessment to assess effects on the metrics across our
Alternative.
•
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This is because we expect the range of abundances experienced
over this data series is likely representative of the range of
abundances we expect to see in future years
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•

Three Alternatives
We evaluated a range of Alternatives:
1. No –Action (Management Under the Current FMP
Provisions)
2. Alternative 2 (Mid-option, in between the No-Action and
Alternative 3)
3. Alternative 3 (Highest threshold, with most restrictive
fishery management options determined)

Table 2-3, and text from pgs 23 - 25 explain why certain elements of the Council’s range of
Recommendations, but notably, the threshold values of 813k and 874k, were not analyzed
further in the report.

Three Alternatives (example)
•
•

Using Alternative 2 (threshold of 966k)
Pg 18:

These responses are
included in Alt 3
(see Table 2-2)
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•

•

Three Alternatives (example)

We compare the threshold (e.g., 966k for Alt 2) in each Alternative
and associated management measures retrospectively by timestep
across three different periods to what actually occurred
Pg 30: baseline

See Table 4-1, pg 59 for current FMP management
provisions projected retrospectively

Three Alternatives (example)
•
•

As part of our retrospective analysis we determine the number of
years where abundance was below the Alternative's threshold
Pg 65:

Period with poorer ocean
conditions (lower abundances)

Period with better ocean
conditions (higher abundances)
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•
•

Three Alternatives (example)
And evaluate how the fishery is affected by management
responses
Pg 67:

Three Alternatives (example)
•

•
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Our modeling also allows us to evaluate what abundances would
be after fishery management responses are implemented
retrospectively
Pg 70:
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•

•

Three Alternatives (example)
And qualitatively
compare Each
Alternative for
effects to SRKW
Pg 71:

Take Home

The report indicates when comparing the FMP current framework to historical
catches it is more responsive to Chinook abundance and SRKW needs than
past fishery regimes.
NMFS is still concerned about years of low abundance in NOF waters which
have coincided with poor Chinook survival and low SRKW viability.

NMFS supports a NOF abundance threshold based on multiple continuous
years of low Chinook salmon abundance and poor/mixed SRKW status. We
also support management responses to low abundance conditions that would
occur throughout the EEZ to consider the temporal and spatial needs of the
whales based on the Workgroup's findings.
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